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This paper presents a case study of using conventional Data Mining techniques to identify clusters of 
creative contributions made by users in a collaborative music making system. Results of the clustering 
suggest that when people mutually engage with each other they tend to converge on similar creative 
contributions, whereas smaller clusters may indicate higher quality contributions. We also show how we 
used Data Mining to discriminate between kinds of creative contributions including: complex melodic 
structures, simple melodic structures, musical motifs, and rhythmical contributions. Our use of Data 
Mining does not require direct interaction with users and so it may be useful in real-world study contexts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Collaborative music making is a rich domain in which to 
explore creativity and the design of Creativity Support 
Tools (CSTs) [24] as it is a fundamental form of human 
creativity which relies on mutual engagement between 
people to coproduce a joint creation [6]. CSTs for music 
making typically emerge from the field of New Interfaces 
for Musical Expression (NIME) [1] which has an interest 
in evaluating these creative and expressive systems [2]. 
Researchers in broader fields such as Sonic Interaction 
Design (SID) [22] highlight the need for evaluation 
methods for creative interactions involving sound as the 
primary modality. However, as noted by [16], evaluating 
creativity and CSTs is not straightforward. In addition to 
self-reporting by participants (e.g. [13] and [10]) there is 
the potential to use measures of people’s interaction 
with CSTs and to assess features of the creative 
products themselves to evaluate creativity, 
collaboration, and user interfaces. In this paper we 
describe a case study of applying conventional Data 
Mining methods to analyzing logs of participants’ 
interaction within a collaborative music making tool. 

The field of Data Mining (DM) explores how large data 
sets can be modelled [20] for example by identifying 
recurring patterns and clusters within the data. This 
makes it an ideal candidate to analyze large sets of 
human-computer interaction data generated in creative 
activities such as music making. To date DM has been 
used to explore people’s patterns of interaction with 
user interfaces in a ‘data-driven approach to 
understanding user behavior’ [26] for example predicting 
user behavior [11], categorizing users’ interests [14] and 
identifying personality traits [4]. Users’ interaction with 

websites has also been used to identify online 
behavioral patterns [26], to identify emergent topics in 
online chat [9], and to model influence in social media 
[25]. To date there has been limited application of DM to 
clustering the content of the actual creative activities 
within CSTs. For example, [21] describe how DM is 
used to classify visual designs of web pages but it relies 
on extensive human labelling of content which is not 
feasible in the long term. In contrast [23] show how 
communications between designers can be mined to 
evaluate their collaboration, but the focus is on the 
communication about the design rather than the content 
of the designs themselves. We are interested in the 
feasibility of using Data Mining to investigate patterns of 
creative interaction between people in CSTs. In 
particular, how DM techniques can be used to identify 
clusters of creative contributions, and whether these 
clusters are affected by user interface features of CSTs. 

2. DATA MINING MUTUAL ENGAGEMENT 

An on-line collaborative music making system referred 
to as Daisyfield [6] allows participants to co-edit short 
loops (48 beats; 5 seconds) of music through a web 
based user interface. Daisyfield was designed to 
support research into mutual engagement – the points 
at which people creatively spark together [5]. In an 
empirical study [6] of 24 trios of participants (72 in total) 
over 100Mb of logged interaction data was collected as 
participants created music together over 18 hours. In 
the study Daisyfield’s user interface configuration was 
manipulated in two ways to produce four versions: i) 
authorship: whether each participant’s contributions had 
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a unique color or all participants’ contributions were the 
same color; ii) awareness: whether participants could 
see each others’ mouse pointers or not. The Mutual 
Engagement Interaction Corpus (MEIC) [8] contains a 
record of all 524,092 states of the collaboration and all 
musical interaction between participants in the studies, 
and [6] describes participants’ creative interactions. 

Figure 1 illustrates Daisyfield - the musical score is 
represented by the set of flower like circles referred to 
as daisies. Each daisy contains a circle of dots, and the 
currently played set of notes is indicated by the line 
radiating clockwise from the center. In this way multiple 
musical parts can be created and edited by multiple 
people at the same time. Each participant can create, 
edit, and delete their own and others’ notes and daisies. 
The overall sound produced is one shared musical loop. 

 

Figure 1: Daisyfield User Interface from [6] 

2.1 Data Mining Workflow 

We applied a conventional Data Mining Workflow to 
the MEIC in order to identify clusters of musical 
contributions by participants and to explore whether 
these clusters were somehow influenced by the user 
interface configuration. Our workflow involved: i) 
Segmentation; ii) Clustering; iii) Visualization. 

2.1.1 Segmentation 
The first step in Data Mining is typically to segment raw 
input data into a bag of words (BOW) – a collection of 
units of data. In text domains the bag of words 
contains text words extracted from the source 
documents. In the musical domain a different method 
of segmentation of the input data is required. 

In Daisyfield a musical loop is usually composed of 
several shorter musical phrases. Therefore the loops 
need to be segmented into the short musical phrases 
which we refer to as patterns of notes (PoN). 

Segmentation heuristics for identifying a PoN are 
based on [12] and proposed in [7]. A PoN has: 

(i) At least three notes (not pauses), and 

(ii) No more than two pauses between notes. 

Segmentation code was written in MATLAB [18], and 
produced 225,097 PoNs from the MEIC (62,416 unique 
PoNs). Figure 2 shows an example PoN extracted using 
the segmentation heuristics. In the figure the vertical 
axis represents pitch of the notes in the sequence. The 
white squares indicate a musical note. The horizontal 
axis represents time from left to right. In this example 
there is a clear sequence of rising pitches of notes 
(white squares) followed by a sequence of descending 
notes. There are also some additional notes in the 
sequence which would create chorded notes in the 
sequence. This example is one of 345 unique PoNs 
extracted from 1432 PoNs produced by one participant 
in one fifteen minute creative session. 

 

Figure 2: An example PoN 

2.1.2 Clustering 
There are two main DM approaches to identifying 
similar data in a BOW: i) supervised in which DM 
algorithms find more examples of researcher-specified 
patterns; and ii) unsupervised, which relies on bottom 
up data-driven algorithmic discovery of patterns. We 
are interested in discovering kinds of creative 
contributions and so we use unsupervised DM 
methods to discover clusters of PoNs. Clustering of 
data requires metrics of distance between elements in 
the BOW. Considering the PoNs as two dimensional 
binary matrices there are two common distance 
metrics: Binary Hamming Distance (BHD); Squared 
Euclidean distance of Local Binary Pattern (LBP). 

Clustering code was written in MATLAB using standard 
MATLAB functions including kmeans with hamming 
and sqeuclidean distance metrics for the k-means 
clustering algorithm [17] which is a commonly used 
approach to clustering large sets of data. 

Figure 3 illustrates six clusters generated for one 
participant in one session. The number of clusters is 
arbitrarily selected to provide an initial view into the 
data. The top row of the figure shows the averaged 
PoN in a cluster, and the columns show the top 15 
PoNs in each cluster. 

 

Figure 3: BHD: PoN clusters for one participant 
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In DM the clustering of large data sets needs to be 
optimized to avoid cluster over-saturation and outliers. 
An established method for optimizing the number of 
clusters is to use the silhouette [15] of data in clusters – 
a measure of how similar the data in a cluster is in 
comparison to data outside the cluster. Using the 
MATLAB silhouette function the optimal number of 
clusters of PoNs for the MEIC was found to be 26. 

Figure 4 shows the results of the clustering of all unique 
PoNs for the whole data set for 26 clusters. Visually, 
these 26 clusters provide information about the kinds of 
PoNs that have been generated by participants, 
especially in the LBP clusters which illustrate the range 
of shapes of PoNs that have been generated by 
participants. For example, LBP generates several 
clusters of undulating PoNs, and some diagonal 
patterns similar to those see in Figure 3. In contrast, 
BHD highlights several PoN outliers in the clusters 
(indicated by the higher contrast average PoNs which 
indicate less spread of data), and clusters shorter PoNs 
together than LBP. The outliers highlighted by BHD 
could be used as indicators of novel contributions by 
participants, whereas the LBP clustering gives us a 
better spread of the typical kinds of PoNs created. 

  

Figure 4: a) BHD Clusters, b) LBP Clusters 

Examining the clusters of PoNs indicates that the 
following are typical PoNs created by participants as 
illustrated in Figure 4 where the clusters are referred to 
by the clustering method followed by the cluster 
number e.g. LBP.D is the fourth cluster from the top of 
the LBP clusters: 

 Complex melodic structure e.g. BHD.U, BHD.W, 
LBP.H, LBP.Q, LBP.V. These clusters contain 
repeating, undulating, long PoNs which rise and fall 
several times, some of which extend to the whole 
length of the sequence. These PoNs would provide a 
consistent and coherent structure for the composition. 

 Simple melodic structure e.g. BHD.L, BHD.Y, 
LBP.C. These PoNs alternate between two pitches 
over the length of the sequence, and would provide a 
simple (two tone) structure for the composition. 

 Musical motif e.g. BHD.A, BHD.M, BDH.N, BHD.P, 
BHD.Q, LBP.F, LBP.G, LBP.L, LBP.P, LBP.R, LBP.T. 
These are short PoNs centered around the middle 
pitch, and would act as melodic motif or stand-out 
phrase in a composition. 

 Rhythmical PoNs e.g. BHD.B, BHD.E, BHD.G, 
BHD.K, BHD.O, BHD.R, BHD.Y, LBP.B, LBP.K, 
LBP.W. These PoNs contain multiple notes of a single 
pitch – the timing of the repetition of the notes would 
provide a rhythmic structure for the composition. 

2.2 Visualization 

To visualize the effect of the user interface 
configurations of Daisyfield on the kinds of PoNs 
created, the clusters of PoNs were plotted against UI 
configurations. In the graphs on the left of Figure 5 and 
Figure 6 the x axis indicates whether or not Colors were 
present in the user interface (left: No Colors; right: 
Colors), and the y axis indicates whether or not Shared 
Pointers were visible (bottom: No Shared Pointers; top: 
Shared Pointers) e.g. a cluster of PoNs which only 
occur in conditions with Shared Pointers and Colors 
would be plotted in the top right corner of the graph. 
Figure 5 uses BHD and Figure 6 uses LBP to cluster the 
PoNs. In these figures the size of the circle indicates the 
number of PoNs in the cluster. The sizes of clusters are 
also detailed in the bar chart to the right of the plot, and 
for reference the cluster label corresponds to the labels 
in Figure 4. 

The BHD.A and LBP.G clusters are the largest clusters 
identified (musical motifs from Figure 4). Furthermore, 
BHD.A and LBP.G are both plotted slightly off-center in 
the graphs with their centers being above left of the 
center of the graph. This indicates that BHD.A and 
LBP.G are slightly more frequent in conditions with 
Shared Pointers and No Colors. Indeed, examining the 
largest clusters (BHD.A, BHD.M, BHD.N, BHD.P, and 
LBP.G, LBP.T) shows that the largest clusters are all 
musical motifs, and are all plotted slightly up and left 
from center. This suggests that having No Colors and 
Shared Pointers encourages participants to create 
more similar PoNs across groups than other 
conditions, i.e. large clusters indicate that many people 
are creating similar PoNs which may indicate 
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convergent creativity between people. The experiment 
in [6] found that participants were more mutually 
engaged when they had No Colours and Shared 
Pointers, so production of musical motifs may be an 
indicator of mutual engagement between 
participants. For example, with No Colours and Shared 
Pointers, participants in [6] reported that they left more 
involved with the group significantly more frequently 
than in other conditions, and reported that they 
understood what was going on significantly more 
frequently than in other conditions.  

 

Figure 5: Plot of BHD Clusters against UI configurations 

 

Figure 6: Plot of LBP Clusters against UI configurations 

In terms of outliers, both plots show a number of 
smaller clusters. However, unlike the larger clusters, 
there is no consistency between the spread of these 
smaller groups when using BHD and LBP which 
indicates that these smaller clusters may be 
artefacts of the clustering method rather than an 
indication of some participant behavior or an effect of 
experimental conditions. An alternative view is that 
smaller clusters may indicate more novel and 
innovative creativity of participants as they are not 
repeated across sessions or groups. Looking at the 
spread of the small clusters it appears that with LBP 
there are a large number of outliers with Colors and No 
Shared Pointers which the experiment in [6] suggests 
may be better compositions. However, in contrast, 
BHD plots the most outliers with Colors and Shared 
Pointers, and No Shared Pointers and No Colors. 
These differences make it difficult to draw concrete 
conclusions about the role of the outliers. 

3. SUMMARY 

We showed how Data Mining was used to identify 
clusters of creative contributions in logs of use of a 
collaborative music making system, Dasiyfield. We a 
segmentation method for musical contributions for DM 
and developed a method to visualize the effect of user 
interface features on clusters which helped us to explore 
how these features might affect creative collaborations. 

The case study showed how DM could be used to 
identify different kinds of musical contribution: complex 
melodic structures; simple melodic structures; musical 
motifs; and rhythmical contributions. In terms of mutual 
engagement [6] we found that small clusters identified 
by LBP may be better compositions, and that production 
of musical motifs may be an indicator of mutual 
engagement between participants. 

As with the use of DM in other domains, we found that it 
is important to consider: segmentation methods; 
optimization of cluster numbers; choice of distance 
metrics; choice of clustering algorithm; and 
interpretation of outliers. As we are using DM as a tool 
for exploring data we need to consider how the clusters 
are visualized for inspection. In Figure 4 we chose to 
visualize the clusters as the average of all PoNs in that 
cluster. This provides a rich feeling for the shape of the 
PoNs in the cluster, but can also produce quite 
ambiguous results, such as LBP.X which doesn’t 
convey a great deal of salient information about the 
constituent PoNs. Alternative visualizations to be tested 
for utility include averaging a small number of PoNs for 
each cluster, or selecting the most central PoN in the 
cluster as the representative. 

Our DM approach is non-intrusive – it does not require 
direct interaction with participants – so we believe it 
could be useful in analyzing behavior in other creative 
domains and contexts. Our future work will focus on 
analyzing people’s creative contributions in live NIME 
performances [1] where logs of interaction would be 
readily available from the digital music instruments, and 
in public interactive art domains such as “Living 
Laboratories” [19] in which “the exhibition becomes a 
site for collaboration between curators, artists, and 
audiences” (ibid.). Such analysis of real-world data logs 
could also be used in conjunction with the increasing 
number of HCI techniques for studying interactive 
experiences in public places such as museums, 
galleries, libraries, festivals, and open spaces [3].  
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